Numbers – Green Team – 1995
I’ve been searching across the lakes and streams
For a place where I can dream
And I’ve bee wandering through all of my soul
For a place where I am whole – so much yearning
Like a God the sun will rise
On a season precious – time is turning
Through the mist the loons will cry
And all the words they say
Make me want to fly away
Daylight, moonlight
Oh, oh, oh I can feel my silence breaking
Oh, oh, oh what a life
And now I’ve found those who understand
Who see me for just what I am
And now I’ve learned just what friendship means
Paddling through the pain you’ve grown with me – so much learning
Take my hand and we will go
Deep beyond what scares us – so uncertain
We’ll do what we dreamed we’d do
Bring on this brand new day
There’s nothing in our way
Daylight, moonlight
Oh, oh, oh I can feel your laughter in me
Oh, oh, oh, what a life
Daylight, moonlight
Algonquin’s waters glistening in my mind
Daylight, the stars shine bright love
I’m flying
Never thought I could ever be so high yeah
Never thought that I would ever say
I’m flying (repeat)
And now the night air is growing cold
The bags are packed the stories told
Leaves brown and fall down to the ground
And I must leave what I have found – where I belong
Something cuts me to the bone
Could it be this silence – coming on?
What was once whole now must part
But how can I still be
Without all that’s set me free?
Daylight, moonlight
Oh, oh, oh I can feel the shadows
Oh, oh, oh what a life
What a life (x4)

Deuteronomy – Red Team – 1995
The frantic rushing of the day
Slamming doors and crowded halls
All merge together in a way
That jails me in a world of walls
But as the time draws near
Hearts beat high and pulses race
Memories pass at star speed pace
And only you can create the colourful dimension
It’s a simple gift, a gift to be free
And when we find ourselves in a
Place just right (just right for you and me)
Our voices sound together in the magic of Algonquin’s might
Chorus:
With all of life’s uncertainties
So many roads to choose
Your spirit carries with us
Through our lonely days
Softly the leaves of memories fall
Gently we gather and treasure them all
Tamakwa’s world illuminates
These memories we have won’t go away
There is an echo in the wind makes me wonder where I’ve been
In the summer, I’ve left behind faded pictures in my mind
There is magic in the feel of a paddle
And the movement of a canoe I saw miles and miles of distant sky
Sitting silently next to you though we can’t always remain
Where we long to be it will always be the same
Whispers of voices always heard through misty silver rain
Chorus
Bridge:
I wanna linger a little longer, a little longer here with you
It’s such a perfect night it doesn’t seem quite right that it
Should be my last night with you and come September I will remember
As the year goes by I’ll think of you and sigh
This is so long and not goodbye
Chorus
If you carry your childhood with you
You will never become any older
Treasure this bright and crimson sky
These August nights are getting colder
To live in hearts we leave behind us is not to die
Never feel alone, because we are always looking up
At the same golden sky
Chorus

Exodus – Blue Team – 1995
As I gaze into the city sky
My mind begins to wander
To a picture perfect summer place
Where dreams can last forever
The days I dream are always golden
Any clouds are silver lined
No one cries; just sounds of laughter
Echoes in my mind
Wakonda’s magic is everywhere
Tuff Beavers do exist
On the jagged shores of South Tea
Unca Lou could not resist
With the glow of Northern Lights
I hear a loon’s plaintive air
In the stillness of an August night
I want always to be there
In the misty morning I awake
With a knowing, smiling face
The dream I dream is oh so real
There is really such a place
Chorus:
Tamakwa dreams
Made each summer
Last the whole year through
Tamakwa dreams
Are Indian summers
That take me back to you
Tamakwa dreams always come true
Tamakwa dreams always come true

Leviticus – Purple Team – 1995
Seems like forever since I saw your smiling face
So good to touch the trees that give your shape
I love the way your voice sounds in a starry place
As the mist slides off the lake
Chorus:
All we wanted was this dream to have and hold
If you look close enough you will see
Lou’s dream told, it runs across this sacred land
Like a shadow in the night
I remember this feeling once again
As we round the bend, surrounded by our friends
In this reality our spirits are found
The blowing wind, the rustling trees
Chorus
I’m in love with the sound Tamakwa makes
When I paddle across a silent lake
For 60 years traditions never change
South Tea remains the same
Bridge:
It’s not far to go
(girls sing)
It’s not hard to see (boys sing)
I can take you there
Where we are free
Chorus
Tamakwa do you feel the magic in the air
Friendships last forever
In this world untouched by time
We can be together
Chorus
Bridge 2:
It’s not far to go
It’s not hard to see
I can take you there
Where we are free
Where we are free

